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Sources of CEvNS for detection in liquid xenon detectors

• Spallation Neutron Source: XENON100 (proposed)

• Reactor Neutrinos: RED-100 (+one in the US?)

• Solar/atmospheric neutrinos

‣ an avoidable background for future DM experiments

‣ expected background from 8B neutrinos in XENONnT, LZ
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Discovery Limits (Xe) due to CEvNS 

(Ruppin, Billard et al.)

XENON1T
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The XENON100 Detector
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• Made big contributions to DM direct detection (2010-2016)


• Now enjoying retirement (doing nothing!) at Gran Sasso underground lab


• Compact enough: a foot-print of ~2 m x 4 m at LNGS (with shield)


• Detector itself < 1 m2


• Cryohead/Shield can be modified to require < 2m x 2m foot print for SNS

XENON100 @ LNGS Possible XENON100 @ SNS

G. Plante
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The XENON100 Detector
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• TPC with 178 R8520 (1”square) PMTs


• active liquid xenon: ~61 kg (defined by 
the 30 cm x 30 cm drift volume)


• total liquid xenon filled ~160 kg

The two-phase (liquid–gas) operation requires a precisely con-
trolled liquid level just covering the gate grid. To minimize the im-
pact of liquid density variations due to temperature changes as
well as fluctuations in the gas recirculation rate, a diving bell
design was chosen to keep the liquid at a precise level. Outside
the bell, the liquid in the detector vessel can be at an arbitrarily
high level. This made it possible to fill the vessel to a height of
about 4 cm above the bell, enabling a 4p coverage of the TPC with
a LXe veto.

The bell keeps the liquid level at the desired height when a con-
stant stream of gas pressurizes it. This is accomplished by feeding
the xenon gas returning from the gas recirculation system (see
Section 3.5) into the bell. The pressure is released through a small
pipe that reaches out into the veto LXe volume. The height of the
LXe level inside the bell is adjusted by vertically moving the open
end of the pipe which is connected to a motion feedthrough.

In order to minimize the dependence of the charge signal on the
xy-position, the liquid–gas interface has to be parallel to the anode.
To facilitate leveling, the detector can be tilted with two set screws
from the outside of the radiation shield. Four level meters, measur-
ing the capacitance between partially LXe filled stainless steel
tubes and a Cu rod placed in their center, as well as the measured
S2 signal width at different locations, are used to level the detector
(see Section 5.2).

Two arrays of Hamamatsu R8520-06-Al 1’’ square photomulti-
plier tubes (PMTs), specially selected for low radioactivity [28],
detect the light in the TPC: 98 PMTs are located above the target
in the gas phase, arranged in concentric circles in order to improve
the resolution of radial event position reconstruction, see Fig. 3
(top). The outmost ring extends beyond the TPC radius to improve
position reconstruction at the edges. The remaining photocathode
coverage is 43.9% of the TPC cross section area. The energy thresh-
old and hence the sensitivity of the detector is determined by the S1
signal. Because of the large refractive index of LXe of (1.69 ± 0.02)
[36], and the consequent total internal reflection at the liquid–gas
interface, about 80% of the S1 signal is seen by the second PMT ar-
ray, which is located below the cathode, immersed in the LXe. Here,
80 PMTs provide optimal area coverage (in average 52% useful PMT
photocathode coverage with 61% in the central part) for efficient S1
light collection, see Fig. 3 (bottom). The bottom PMTs have a higher
quantum efficiency compared to the top PMTs. This is shown in
Fig. 4, together with the distribution of the PMT quantum efficiency
in the detector. The photoelectron collection efficiency from the
photocathode to the first dynode for this type of PMT is about
70%, according to Hamamatsu.

A LXe layer of about 4 cm thickness surrounds the TPC on all
sides and is observed by 64 PMTs, of the same type as used for
the TPC readout. In total, this volume contains 99 kg of LXe. The
presence of this LXe veto, operated in anti-coincidence mode, is
very effective for background reduction [27] and is one major dif-
ference in design compared to XENON10. The LXe veto is optically
separated from the TPC by the interlocking PTFE panels. Optical

Fig. 2. Drawing of the XENON100 dark matter detector: the inner TPC contains
62 kg of liquid xenon as target and is surrounded on all sides by an active liquid
xenon veto of 99 kg. The diving bell assembly allows for keeping the liquid–gas
interface at a precise level, while enabling to fill LXe in the vessel to a height above
the bell.

Fig. 3. (Top) The Hamamatsu R8520-06-Al PMTs on the top of XENON100 are
arranged in concentric circles in order to improve the reconstruction of the radial
event position. (Bottom) On the bottom, the PMTs are arranged as closely as
possible in order to achieve high light collection, as required for a low detector
threshold.
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61 kg LXe
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Signals from the Two-phase xenon TPC
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With both S1 and S2 signals (TPC mode): 

• Low threshold:  keV (set by S1: 2-3 PE) 
• Corresponding S2: > 200 PE 

• Ultra-low background 
• 3D fiducialization 
• ER/NR discrimination with S2/S1

Nuclear Recoils
Electronic Recoils

XENON1T
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Expected CEvNS rate in XENON100 from SNS
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Preliminary (F. Gao)

• three flavors of neutrinos produced


• 4 x 1019/flavor/day


• different energy and timing characteristics


• detector placed ~20 m from the target

Neutrinos from SNS
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Response of Prompt and Delayed Neutrinos in XENON100
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•Expected CEvNS events: ~2280 events/year (490 produced by the prompt )


•Coincidence cut with the pulsed neutrino beam: reject ER down to 12 event/
year (before ER/NR discrimination)

νμ

Preliminary (F. Gao)

Simulated S2 vs S1 response 
with NEST for XE100 at SNS 

• g1 = 10%,  g2 = 20 PE/e- 
• 50 kg x year exposure 
• Total assumed ER bkg: 

20000 events/year: 20 times 
higher due to reduced/
compact shielding 
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Prospect of detecting CEvNS using XENON100 at SNS
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• Measure CEvNS cross section with Xe with ~5% uncertainty within one year


• Constraining parameters of the new effective couplings between -quarks 
and many other new physics (learned at this workshop!)

νe

Preliminary
Preliminary
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How about using a XENON100-like detector for reactor neutrinos?
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NEST (v2.0.1)

It’s NOT possible to detect S1 below 1 keVnr.

• Reactor antineutrino spectrum taken from Hayes, Vogel (1605.02047), and 
used a mixture of 235U (61.9%), 238U (6.7%),239Pu (27.2%) and 241Pu (4.2%)


• Flux normalized to 6 x 1012 cm-2s-1 (25 m from a 3 GWth reactor, same as 
used in Hagmann, Bernstein nucl-ex/0411004)

J. Qi
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Two-phase Xenon Detector in Electron Counting mode
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With S2-only signal  
(EC - Electron Counting mode): 

• Ultra-low threshold:  10-100 eV (set by S2) 
• single e- signal: 10~100 PE 

• Background control a challenge: 
• No ER/NR discrimination 
• Only XY position determined, no Z 
• single/few electrons background high

a single e- signal in S2

J. Xu et al.,  
1904.02885
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Ionization Yield for sub-keV Nuclear Recoils in LXe
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NEST (v2.0.1)

1 keVnr gives 5~8 ionization electrons: large S2 signal!

Latest measurement 
Lenardo, Xu et al., 1908.00518

Latest model from NEST 
http://nest.physics.ucdavis.edu

http://nest.physics.ucdavis.edu
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Expected Ionization Electrons to be Detected in S2
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use measured charge 
yields for 3 drift fields 
in 1908.00518

220 V/cm 550 V/cm 2200 V/cm

1 e- 343 316 324
2-5 e- 519 595 578

6-10 e- 22 29 27

11-20 e- 0 0 0

Total 884 940 929

Expected rate /100kg/day

Preliminary (J. Qi)
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The single-and-few electrons background in XENON detectors
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15 kg-day 

Rate: 0.1~10/kg/day at 2~3 e-

10~100/kg/day at single e-

XENON100, 1605.06262

22,000 kg-day

0.01~1/kg/day at 3~4 e-

XENON10, 1206.2644 XENON1T, 1907.11485

11,000 kg-day 

Rate: 0.1/kg/day at ~4 e-

● Background at a few electron level is not always going down with increasing target mass.
● We now understood much better the sources of these background electrons.
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The single-and-few electron background in XENON detectors
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J. Qi

few electrons 
region are 

similar large reduction 
from XE100 to 
XE1T ~10 e-
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The background vs reactor neutrino CEvNS signal
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Preliminary (J. Qi)

XENON1T bkg is much 
lower, but too large to 
be moved closer to a 
reactor.

Signal rate slightly 
higher than the 
XENON10/100 
background rate
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Understand and Suppress the Single-and-few Electron Background
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Peaks: indication of copper 
field-shaping rings

Observation and applications of single-electron charge signals in the XENON100 experiment

arXiv:1311.1088 

Mitigation solutions:

● reduce metal components directly contacting the LXe target in the TPC

● significantly improve the purity of LXe target

Rate in the bulk LXe: proportional 
to the concentration of impurities
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Reduce few-electron background with S2-width selection
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XENON100 XENON1T, 1907.11485

S2-width cut applied for 
XENON1T data

S2-width cut applied in XENON100 
would further reduce the few-
electron background rate

Cathode region

Gate region



R&D at UCSD: Sealed Chamber to improve purification efficiency

~0.5 ms electron lifetime achieved with 
<1 day of circulation at 5 SLPM

Fused silica 
transparency: ~90%



Delayed single and a few electrons background

● Show up after several hundreds of milliseconds after an S2

● Drifting electrons trapped at the liquid-gas interface and extracted from time to time

● from RED-100 yesterday: see rate reduction with improved liquid purity!



● the Shottky barrier model: an electron 
approaches a dielectric boundary held at 
a constant potential feels a force due to 
it’s image charge (energy barrier)

● the n-th chance model: electron fails to 
escape the barrier at the initial attempt 
will continue to scatter

● The electron emission coefficient 
depends on the liquid emission field 
(approaching 100% at 7 kV/cm) 

Delayed extraction of electrons trapped at the liquid-gas interface
P. Sorensen, arXiv:1702.04805 

theoretical investigation 

● Apply strong emission field: at least 7 kV/cm in the liquid
● Implement a fast (~ s) high voltage switching: push the electrons back to the gate electrode
● Stimulate the electron emission using IR photons 

μ

Techniques being developed at LLNL/Purdue to enhance electron extraction.



Development for the Low Background Electron Counting Apparatus 
(LBECA) for Light Dark Matter Search

● 100-kg LXe detector with ~60 kg active target
● Two-phase operation with S2 only signals 
● Sealed Chamber: 

○ Less outgassing (fused silica vs. Teflon)
○ External outgassing prevented entering 

easily into the target
○ Improve purification speed (clean LXe fed 

directly into the target)
● Strong extraction field: 

○ 7~10 kV/cm (liquid)
○ Extra: HV switching 

● IR light to stimulate electron emission
● SiPM Array on top: high XY position resolution
● Extra: alternative electrode material 

(graphene, gold or platinum coating, etc.)

The same kind of Sealed Chamber design can be installed in XENON100 cryostat 
➡ reduce single/few electron background by 2 orders of magnitude  
➡ sufficient for real-time monitoring reactor neutrinos through CEvNS
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How about detecting Solar Neutrinos CEvNS with S2-only in XENON100?
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Essig, Sholapurkar, Yu  
1801.10159

CEvNS spectrum from 8B solar neutrinos
J. Qi

LZ, 1802.06039 
 5.6 tonne x 1000 days

It will be valuable to the DM 
experiments with the “known 

background” from solar neutrinos 
measured beforehand!
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using the latest charge yield measurement  
from Lenardo, Xu et al. (1908.00518)

220 V/cm 550 V/cm 2200 V/cm
1 e- 8 7 8

2-5 e- 25 26 26

6-10 e- 10 11 11

11-20 e- 3 4 4

Total 46 48 49

Expected rate /100kg/year

How about detecting Solar Neutrinos CEvNS with S2-only in XENON100?

Preliminary (J. Qi)
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Need to reduce the few-
electron background of 
XENON100 by 3 orders of 
magnitude

How about detecting Solar Neutrinos CEvNS with S2-only in XENON100?

Preliminary (J. Qi)
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Summary

•XENON100, with a minimal modification of shield and cooling 
tower, can be relocated to SNS for a precise measurement of 
CEvNS with Xe 

•Using S2-only signal and reduced few-electron background, 
a XENON100-like detector can do real-time monitoring of 
reactor antineutrinos through CEvNS 

•Detecting CEvNS from solar neutrinos in the 100-kg liquid 
xenon detector is difficult, unless with further reduction of the 
few-electron background

25


